
Did this course meet all your needs?

No - If no please give further details 0 0%

Yes 7 100 %

Was the session interactive and enjoyable?

No - If no please give further details 0 0%

Yes 7 100 %

What did you find most useful?

Discussion of different feedback models and how to approach different feedback 
situations 

giving feed back 
different methods 
 Sandwich model and other models

group discussions

Learning about different styles of contextual feedback 

Learnt about different models to give feedback. More importantly learnt that these 
models are flexible to use. 

Useful background info about various feedback methods and then demonstration of 
practical implications

Watching the facilitotors give various types of feedback

Do you have any further suggestions for future courses?

More time for role play 

Nil 

not a fan of role play.
m
Maybe less technical stuff and more real life scenarios. I'm never going to remember 
more than 2 styles of feedback.
Something from the TSU and actual feedback from trainees who went through the 
process.
More about legal things such as GMC issues with poorly performing consultants and 
tracing the qualifying deanary from SPR. SO why feedback and progression and 
standards important.

Through going through the various theories.

Very helpful and informative course.
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very helpful thanks

Was the timing right for the day? i.e Too long/short?

Bit too short 

Half-day was just right. 

just right

No issues

yes

yes.

What if anything are you going to do differently as a result of the Feedback Masterclass?

 the various models would be applied in my practice or an eclectic use of various 
models would be used.  

Feel more confident approaching difficult feedback situations 

I am more aware of the process and try to be structured.

I will adapt my feedback technique according to the context. 

I will apply what I have learned in this course in my day to day practice.

much more awareness of how to tailor feedback to the specific situation

Finally would you recommend this session to a colleague? 

No - If no please give further details 0 0%

Yes 7 100 %
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